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New year, same old 90a!. Grand Valley Kelps achieve healthy lifestyle resolutions.

"We don't want to stay the same. In order to
change, we have to move-shake ourselves as
individuals and institutions to do better."
_______________

- Bobby Springer

Jea

Co-chair of the MLK program.

NEW YEAR, NEW TEAM
Dodgeball team seeks
to to overcome youth
to deliver fifth-straight
national title

_
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Family of
'Wright'-ers

www.SILENCED.com

GV student, father publish
children's chapter book
Emanuel Johnson

“You have a guy on
the bottom that tells you
where to go hunt them
since those mountains
are so steep,” Dan Wright
said. “So this guy is down
there waving at him and
telling him, ‘Something’s
behind you,’ but he can’t
see him ... (Bill) turns
around when he hears a
gunshot, BAM, and right
about 10 feet behind him
is a wolverine, and they’re
extremely vicious.”
Bill Wright, who co
authored the book, said
he had always envisioned
putting his stories into
print but could not find a
way to paint the picture he
wanted.
“I had always wanted
to write a book about the
stories, but I just couldn’t
do it,” he said. I could al
ways tell the stories, but I
just couldn’t get it down
on print. But (Dan) was
just a gifted writer, so he
asked me to tape record
them, and he wrote book
one.”
Dan Wright did not put
the book together without

See Author, A2

of his school visits. Wright plans to turn the book into a series.
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Senate passes act to combat infringement
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

A bill giving U.S. agencies and officials
the power to pursue websites that sell coun
terfeit goods and pirated music, movies and
books was passed through the Senate Judi
ciary Committee in a 19-0 vote.
The “Combating Online Infringement
and Counterfeits Act” (COICA) was passed
through the Senate with little time left in 2010
to reach the Congress and be signed into law.
However, with the backing of major compa
nies, including Disney, Nike, Merck and Time
Warner, the pressure to sign the bill into law
is on.
COICA allows the Justice Department to
seek a court order against the domain name of
websites alleged to be assisting activities that
violate copyright laws, based on the judgment

of the U.S. attorney general.
The bill was met with criticism from politi
cians like Senator Ron Wyden (D-Ore.), who
said “deploying this statute to combat online
copyright infringement seems almost like us
ing a bunker-busting cluster bomb, when what
you need is a precision-guided missile.”
Although the critics of the COICA are call
ing the bill “internet censorship,” supporters
of the bill, such as co-sponsor Senator Patrick
Leahy (D-Vt.), said that bills such as this are
important to the future of the American econ
omy, job creation and protecting intellectual
property.
Roger Moiles, affiliate professor in the
political science department at Grand Valley
State University and expert on public policy,
said he would liken the bill to the Napster is
sue in 2000 when record companies persuaded
a judge to issue an order to stop the site from
facilitating file sharing. A lawsuit proceeded

for lost royalties.
“Think of how quickly something can go
viral - once some site makes a file available,
there’s not much chance for the artist to get
control of it back,” Moiles said. “And in the
end, Napster agreed to pay millions of dollars
to settle it.”
Although the bill enables the attorney gen
eral to take legal action to shut certain sites
down, action in itself would only be a tem
porary measure since the site could fight it in
court, Moiles said.
“The idea of this is not unprecedented,”
Moiles said. “For example, if it’s determined
that a model of automobile has a safety de
fect that endangers the consumer, the federal
government can order a recall of the vehicles,
rather than waiting for people to be injured or
killed and then file their own lawsuits for dam
ages.”

MAREC installs first electric vehicle
charging station
To begin a network of
charging stations through
out West Michigan. Grand
Valley State University’s
Michigan Alternative and
Renewable Energy Center
(MAREC) installed its first
electric vehicle charging
station during the last week
of December. According to
a GVSU press release, the
installation is part of a re
gional effort led by the West
Michigan Strategic Alliance
and West Michigan Energy.
“It really is more than a
demonstration unit,” said
Am Boezaart, director of
MAREC. “It is the begin-
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Tha Wright stuff: Dan Wright signs books for students at one
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By Molly Waite
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Most college writing
students work hard in
school to publish lxx)ks
after college as part of
their career goals and as
pirations, but Dan Wright,
a Human Resources ma
jor, did it just for fun.
The Grand Valley State
University senior recently
published “The Wild Ad
ventures of Eli Johnson
& Curly Bill,” a 107-page
children’s book set in the
mid-1800s that follows the
duo’s search for gold dur
ing the Gold Rush. Along
the way they encounter
wild animals and hazard
ous situations while trying
to avoid a particular group
of bandits.
The b(x>k is the first
installment in a planned
series.
Wright, who is set to
graduate from the GVSU
in May, said the bulk of
the book’s plot was direct
ly inspired by stories from
his father. Bill Wright.
“We’re originally from
Alaska, so we’re used to
doing all kinds of outdwrs
stuff,” said Wright, who
had his father as a teacher
in the sixth grade. “So he’s
got a lot of stories, and a
lot of these stories that are
in the txx>k are things that
have actually happened to
him.”
One of the stories his
father told his classes in
volved Bill Wright hunt
ing for rams in the moun
tains of Alaska.

$

GVL Editor in Chief

In 1911, Henry Ford
was in a garage some
where in Detroit, where he
tinkered and put together
his first Model-T. He took
some distilled crude oil,
poured it into the tank and
started driving around the
Detroit area. But Ford faced
an issue of finding more gas
once he ran out.
Now, 100 years later,
gas stations can be found
at almost every comer, but
for the drivers of newly
released electric cars, the
power situation looks simi
lar to what Ford faced.
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DUAL MATCH: Laker
men and women win
commanding victories
against University of Findlay
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First charge: The university's first vehicle

See Electric cars, A2
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charging station (above) was installed in
December outside the MAREC building.
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Censorship
continued from page A1

Moiles said as the bill is
written, he does not see it as
much of a censorship issue be
cause the government would
not be telling the sites what
they could and could not say,
but rather focus on the ques
tions of the owners’ posted
files.
Moiles said the COICA bill
has the potential to affect col
lege campuses in regards to
file-sharing sites like Napster.
However, the bill’s threat does
not far exceed the threat filesharing sites already pose.
“Every so often, the record
companies get aggressive, es
pecially with downloading on
college campuses, and they’ll
make an example out of some
student by getting a huge judg
ment over copyrights,” he said.
“So the sites this bill would
affect may already be an issue
for students. If they’re down
loading protected files, then
they may be liable for damages
regardless, with or without this
bill.”

Author

Although the bill aims at
shutting down offending web
sites, Moiles said the measures
are likely only temporary.
“Suppose you shut down
a particular domain they use.
Unless you seize all their files
and equipment - which goes
beyond what the bill proposes
- they’re just going to start up
again under a different domain
name,” he said.
Moiles added that the bill
“might simply be impractical,
maybe unenforceable.” He
said that although the bill has
potential to extend its reach to
restrict other information such
as WikiLeaks, federal courts
would have the last word on
whether or not it was an in
fringement on free speech in
the end.
“But the more likely basis
for this bill is simply money,”
Moiles said. “The entertain
ment and media corporations
want protection for their
products, and they contribute a
lot of money to congressional
campaigns.”

continued from page A1

help, however. He said one of the cooler parts of
the process was using the Fred Meijer Center for
Writing and Michigan Authors to help him con
struct his work.
“I actually edited a lot of (the book) at Grand
Valley at the writing center," he said. "After that I
went through a professional editor and got it pro
fessionally edited, but (the writing center) gave
me a lot of gixxi pointers along the way.”
Ellen Schendel, the director of the Fred Mei
jer Writing Center, said seeing students like Dan
Wright succeed is one of the best parts of working
with writers.
“This is a really important thing for a college
campus to have - a place where writers can go to
have their writing tested out on readers and ask
them what they think of it,” she said. “I’m really
glad that we have a place like that on campus, and
it’s fabulous when students like Dan take advan
tage of it, not just for writing in their classes, but
for other kinds of writing that they do.”
But this story is not without its own tragedy.
While Dan Wright said one of his major reasons
for writing the book was to get his father’s legacy
in print, he added that the death of his sister, Amy
Wright, at age 21 pushed him to get it done was
Amy Wright was involved in a car crash in
February 2010, and details about the accident are
still sketchy.
"We kind of used the bmk as a way to come
together as a family, and it’s been something to
get us excited together,” said an emotional Dan
Wright. "Ever since then, we’ve been touring local
elementary schools and giving presentations. We
had been talking about it a little beforehand, but
that made us say, ‘Let’s do this - let’s go for it.’”
During his elementary school tours, Dan
Wright carries seven to nine animal furs and a bea-
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Shop the
New to You Store
$1.00 Deals on
Clothing & Shoes
Low Prices on
Household Items & More

Electric Car
continued from page A1

Hours:

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Mon-Wed-Fri 10am to 5pm
Thurs 10am to 8pm
Sat 10am to 4pm

ning of what will be a network
of these stations throughout
West Michigan, so that when
people start purchasing electric
vehicles, they will have some
degree of certainty that there

Ail proceed* from mfa go hmcA nth* tUMisfmg
Allendale families in need

Would you or your group like to volunteer?
Need a service project?

Call Love I N C. at 895-5683

URIYtRSITYbookstore

Have gently-used furniture, clothes,
a bike you don’t need—bring it to
Love I.N.C.

www.ubs.gvsu.edu

Our Drop-Off is Open 24/7.

SHOP ONLINE
ANYTIME!

Love I.N.C. New to You Store
11620 60th Avenue (North on 60th from Lake
Michigan Drive [M-45])

UWtvmsmrbookstore
www ubvgvvu rdu
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that he shows to
We kind of
students, teach
used the book
ers and parents.
He said he does
as a way to
this to reflect the
come together
survival theme
demonstrated in
as a family,
the book.
and it's been
"I’m kind of
an animal fa
something to
natic, so we try
get us excited
to involve a lot
of animals in
together.
the book,” he
-Dan Wright
said. “We try to
inspire people
Author
to go out into
the wild and rediscover how awesome it is in na
ture.”
Bill Wright said he hopes the book will inspire
young children to read more.
“So many of our young kids are just not read
ing that much, and most of them have no idea
what a beaver lodge looks like or what trapping
is all about or what life in the 1800s was like,”
he said.
“The Wild Adventures of Eli Johnson & Curly
Bill” is available for $9.99 through the Amazon
and Barnes and Noble websites. It can also be
purchased through Dan Wright’s own personal
website, www.dan wrightbcx)ks.com.
Dan Wright will make a presentation at Jame
stown Elemetary School in Hudsonville on Jan.
27.
As for future installments. Bill Wright said the
second book is already on a tape recorder.
"I have two or three written in my head al
ready,” Dan Wright said.

editorial@ lanthorn com

will be chaining stations avail
able throughout the area.”
The chaining station is lo
cated in front of MAREC in
Muskegon and provides charges
at two different voltage levels. A
full charge usually takes four to
eight hours. The charging unit
will be activated when account
holders scan a card that tracks
purchases through the company
that builds the stations, ChargePoint America.
A laige federal grant from
the Department of Energy is
providing funds to ChaigePoint
America to distribute the units.
“Basically, the federal mon
ey is making these charging sta
tions available through Chaige
Point America on a time-limited

Off-Campus Student Housing for only

Per Person
Per Month

_

*rates vary depending on number of occupants

I
m
f
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4 Bedroom Unit
1800 Sq. Ft.
Allows Pets
Washer and Dryer Hook-up
Big Back Yard
Quiet and Country Atmosphere

basis as an initiative to develop
the beginning of a network to
accommodate electric vehicles,”
Boezaart said.
Bart Bartels, project manager
of the GVSU Sustainable Com
munity Development Initiative,
has requested to reserve another
ten of these charging stations for
the university.
“What happens when the
first of these cars start rolling
onto campus and there is no
where to chaige them?” Bartels
said. “I thought it would be best
to at least get on the reservation
list.”
While Bartels said he hopes
GVSU will be granted more
chaiging units, he said he is un
sure when and where they will
be installed on campus. The uni
versity must first deal with sev
eral logistical problems, includ
ing instillation charges, location
and chaiging fees.
In the meantime, according
to the press release, a network
of charging stations will be de
veloped throughout the Kent,
Muskegon and Ottawa Coun
ty region over the next nine
months. Boezaart said the plan
is to have about 70 of these units
in the area by the end of summer

2011.
assistantnews @ lanthorn x om

West A
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction
from last year in the month of
November
5400 kwh
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Tickets to President's Bali
available
The 25th annual
President's Ball, hosted
by the Grand Valley State
University Student Senate,
will take place on Feb. 4.
This year, the theme will be
"The Golden Gala"and in
celebration of GVSU's 50th
Anniversary, the event will
highlight the university's
accomplishments over the
last 50 years.
The ball will be held
at the DeVos Place in
downtown Grand Rapids,
303 Monroe Ave. NW.
Dinner will start at 6:30
p.m. and the dance will
take place from 8:30
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Tickets
are limited and will be
available for pre-sale only
at the 20/20 Desk in Kirkhof
Center. Tickets to both the
dinner and dance are $30
and tickets to the dance
only are $10.
There will be no entrance
to the event without tickets
and a photo ID. For more
information, contact the
Student Senate at senates@
gvsu.edu or (616) 331-2333.

2

Five GVSU alumni elected
to Michigan House of
Representatives
On the opening
day of the Michigan
Legislature, Grand Valley
State University president
Thomas J. Haas found
himself in Lansing with
three GVSU alumni who
had been elected to and
now serve in the Michigan
House of Representatives.
Haas met with
Representatives Frank
Foster (R-Pellston),
Thomas Hooker (R-Byron
Center) and Jon Switalski
(D-Warren). Rep. Foster
was named chairman of
the House Committee
on Tourism and Outdoor
Recreation.
Representatives Robert
Genetski (R-Saugatuck)
and Lieutenant Governor
Brian Calley (R-Portland)
were also elected to the
House of Representatives,
but were unable to meet
with President Haas. Rep.
Genetski is now chair
of the Appropriations
Subcommittee on Higher
Education and Lt. Gov.
Calley is the first GVSU
graduate to be elected to
statewide office.

Be a Mentor!
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Located on Rich Street
1 Mile from Allendale Campus
616-742-5110

Learn how: kentcountymentoring org
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See us at www.universityapartmentsallendale.com
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ConTtnons
In the Jan 10 issue of the Lanthorn,
it was reported that the Art & Science
of Aging conference would begin at
10:30 a m. on Feb 11 The conference
will actually begin at 8 30 a m on the
same date
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Ineffective energy
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Although converting from gasoline-bosed cars to
electric vehicles is a noble idea, the practicality of
owning an electric car will be negligible until
wide-scale, revolutionary plans are introduced.
The Grand Valley State University Michigan Alternative and
Renewable hnergy Center recently installed an electric vehicle
charging station outside of its Muskegon-based location. The
charge station is the first in what MAREC hopes will blossom
into a network ot charge stations throughout West Michigan,
which would in turn increase the practicality and desirability of an
electric-based car.
There’s just one problem - with current technology and
understanding, an electric vehicle plugged into one of these
charging stations could take anywhere from four to eight hours to
reach a full charge.
In an Internet age where instant gratification is the “in” thing,
four to eight hours is just an absurd amount of time, especially
when you could just gas up a regular car in a matter of a minute
or so. But that span of time is also implausible from a practicality
standpoint. Think about a day in the life of just one gas station.
Hundreds of people go to this one gas station every day to fill up
their tanks. The process is simple: pay for the gas, put the pump in
the car, squeeze for a minute or so until the tank is full, close the
gas cap, get in your car and drive off so the next person can do the
same.
Now think about that process for an charge station with the
same number of “pumps.” Go in, pay for the charge, plug the
car in and wait for six hours as the line behind you lingers on for
miles and miles with people camping out and waiting for their
chance.
Now, yes, in the future you probably will be able to plug your
car up at home overnight and not have to worry about waiting for
a charge on a daily basis, but what about long road trips or those
nights when you forget to plug it in? For an electric car, there
will need to be charge stations throughout the country, and to
accommodate the number of people who could potentially need
a charge would require huge parking garage-like structures and
maybe even reservations.
But that isn’t to say there aren’t any practical uses for electric
cars. Here at Grand Valley State University, the Department of
Public Safety has bought several Dodge Chargers in an effort to
reduce energy costs and improve vehicle efficiency. DPS police
vehicles seldom have to go very far from the Allendale Campus to
answer a call or go on patrol, so electric-based vehicles would be
perfect for their use. Just plug the units into a DPS-owned station
when it isn’t in use and install a few emergency charge stations
around the Allendale Campus, and you have a perfectly practical
and perfectly logical reason to use them.
What will eventually spring from this is a medley in which
some vehicles would be more practical and environmentally
sound as electric-based while other uses would be best fit for
gasoline-based vehicles. Electric cars could potentially replace
gasoline-based cars, and they eventually should, but until major
changes are made to the nation’s infrastructure and the technology
involved in their use, gasoline-based vehicles will have a place in
American society.

GVL / Jacob Bowen
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Do you believe it's the government's
responsibility to censor the internet?

"The government
should have a big
part in censoring
the internet, but
there are certain
scams and sites out
there that'll be able
to sneak through
because there are
people out there
smarter than the
people in the
government."
Greg Blanchette
Sophomore
Criminal Justice
Monroe, Mich.

Matt Finelli
Junior
Women and Gender
Studies
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"No, because
the internet is a
place for anyone
to but any kind of
information. So if
the government
censors the
internet, how do
you know what is a
reliable source?

"No. 1 think there
should be censors
on some sites
like suicidal ones
or how to make
bombs, but not
personal websites."

"It depends on
what it is - certain
things that are
proved to be
unethical should be
blocked but others
are a personal
choice whether or
not you visit them."

Joe Kargula
Junior
Physics
Novi, Mich.

Alyssa Kolb
Sophomore
Business
Plymouth, Mich.

Johanna Barz
Junior
Biomedical Science
Stevensville, Mich.
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Give up on your New Year's resolutions now
Kevin VanAntwerpen everyone in America
will be upwards of
300 lbs. Fit will be
out of style.
GVL Columnist
And you - writer
vt
who vowed that this
would be the year
It’s been 17 days
you’d finally finish
since New Year’s,
that first draft. C’mon.
which means most of
America doesn’t
you probably gave
want your high-brow
up on your resolu
literary mumbo-jumbo
tions 15 days ago. But
filled with things like
for those of you who
“plot” and “charac
haven’t, I have this
ter development”. If
message - surrender
people wanted that
now. You’re not going
kind of stuff, Stepha
to make it.
nie Meyer wouldn’t
I’m looking at you,
have a job.
guy-who-vowed-toNo, there are more
work-out-every-day.
important things
Your struggle to build
you could be doing
bulk and become sexy
than “following your
is pretty much futile.
dreams” or “becoming
Based solely on the
the person you want
popularity of KFC’s
to be”. Imagine how
double-down chicken
many episodes of Glee
sandwich, by the time
you could’ve watched
you’ve got muscles,
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ably going to peck the
with all that time you
world into oblivion
wasted at the gym. Or
with his hell-beak
how many levels you
in a couple of years
could’ve ranked up on
anyway.
Call of Duty: Black
So this is just a
Ops.
I know right now
healthy reminder to
you’re probably think forget about your New
Years resolutions.
ing ‘but my parents
Who wants to work
told me I could do
for a fulfilling life
anything - even be
when you could have
President if I wanted
an easy, mediocre
to.’ But you really
life, anyway? So get
shouldn’t be listening
out of the gym shorts
to that kind of stuff.
and pick up a bag of
It’s just something
potato chips.
motivated people say
You’ve got a won
to encourage you to
derfully boring life
make something of
ahead of you, and you
your life.
might as well enjoy it.
After all, John Cu
kvanantwerpen @
sack Apocalypse Day
lanthorn .com
approaching in 2012,
is it really worth
trying to be good at
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Valley Vote
Is the Safe Walk program useful at GVSU?

Yes: 20%
This week s question:
Is it practical to own an electric car?

No: 80%
^

x Vote online at

^) Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion ami action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
| Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I^anthom.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
cf expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
I letters must include the author’s name
afxJ be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I .anthom
* Letters appear as space permits each
• ♦ ••
\

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

More analysis necessary in p-card debate
It was disappointing
to open the Lanthorn
this week to an article
that pitted ethics against
economics, and then
forgot to include any
sound economic rhetoric.
The argument the article
makes, that GV should
end its contract with JP
Morgan's p-card system
is specious at best and
destructive at worst. Any
review of the p-card
contract should be based
on the merits of the
benefits and costs the
contract provides, and
that alone.
The article was
not thorough in its
analysis, so I wish to
add further clarity here.
The argument displayed
is that JP Morgan Asset
Management, the current
provider of Grand
Valley’s p-card system,
provides mutual funds
that allow investors
to invest part of their
portfolio in shares of
FetmChina (herein FIR).

|

which somehow shares
cash flow and securities
with JP Morgan Treasury
Services, the provider
of the p-card system.
This is false. PTR is
a subsidiary of China
National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC),
the government owned
oil ministry of China.
CNPC lays claim to oil
field assets and refinery
operations in Sudan,
whose government directs
70-80% of oil revenue
towards its military,
which is involved in a
horrific genocide that
has killed nearly 400j000
people in Darfur. The
effort to halt the genocide
is meritorious, but
because the argument is
entirely derivative, it will
have no measurable effect
and will hinder Grand
Valley’s ability to manage
its operating budget.
First, any money
involved in Grand
Valley's p-card ahitact
does not enter the mutual

i

fund pool to be invested
in PTR. Second, FI R,
as a subsidiary of a
government ministry,
has no effect on the
operations and policies of
its parent company. Next.
I have seen no evidence
of PTR operations in the
Sudanese oil industry,
or clear funding of
Khartoum’s military
budget. Furthermore,
JP Morgan owns an
insignificant amount of
non-govemmental PTR
stock (less than one third
of one percent), and will
not cause any political
or economic policy
adjustment, especially
when it comes to the
genocide in Darfour. PTR
is one of the three largest
companies in the world
by market capitalization,
so any divestment effort
outside of the Chinese
government will likely
not yield any change in
Khartoum’s behavior.
Without knowing
the details of the p-card

v

contract, I presume that
GVSU chose JP Morgan
because it would allow
them to take advantage
of payment control,
oversight, and compliance
review that yields cost
savings throughout
the University. These
budget controls have
a measurable effect on
student tuition, faculty
and staff compensation,
and regional philanthropy,
and ought not to
be subject to non
productive campaigns
such as proposed in Ms.
Skowrortek’s article.
If we truly wish
to affect change in
Darfur, we should apply
increasing pressure on the
Chinese government, it’s
citizens, and diplomats,
and work to raise
awareness in the global
community.
Will Hihler
Student

see LANTHORN.COM
»To view another letter to the
editor
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GV hopes to increase 'Healthy Choices'
Health and Wellness program aims to encourage healthy habits among more faculty, staff in 20 /
dinator
Lindsey
GW. Staff Writer
DesArmo said
n an age of too many
the Know
Your
calories and not
Numbers
enough exercise,
program
Grand Valley State Uni
lets fac
SLOOP
versity is offering pro
ulty and
staff take
grams to its faculty and
a clinical health risk assessment,
staff to help reduce their have their blood drawn and fill
risk of obesity, illness
out a health questionnaire. The
information obtained will help
and other health issues.
Starting today, faculty and employees know their risk level
staff will be able to sign up for and how to improve to a lower
the yearlong Healthy Choices risk area. Know Your Numbers
Program provided by the univer will run from today until Jan.
sity. The program is comprised 28.
“The Know Your Numbers,
of wellness activities and a
Know Your Numbers program. which is one of the main com
Wellness activities include on- ponents of it, has been success
campus group fitness claHes, ful in gaining popularity within
Weight Watchers at work, the past few years and now this
healthy cooking demos and re is just encompassing that,” said
imbursements for the tobacco Michelle Carpenter, Health and
Wellness marketing intern.
cessation program.
DesArmo also said in the
Health and Wellness coorpast two years this program has

By Chelsea Stoskopf

I

Courtesy photo/ Googk l

“A Weekend in Paradise”
January 28-29th, 2011
You are invited to a fun-filled weekend for
the siblings, kids, and friends of our Grand
Valley students, faculty and staff. Those
who participate will be involved in interactive
activites, receive discounts for community
events, and help create memories at a
long-standing Grand Valley tradition!

weekend 2011
Registration now open!
Visit www.gvsu.edu/sibsnkids to register.

V

run, those who took the clini
cal health risk assessment and
scored in the high risk assess
ment area, have been seen to
improve into a moderate or low
risk area.
“That was good to see that
individuals who are sticking
with it, they’re trying to work on
some of those risk factors,” she
said.
Last year, about 200 fac
ulty and staff members used the
group fitness services, and about
6 percent used the employee as
sistance program called Encom
pass, which provides for emo
tional health such as counseling,
financial and legal assistance
and childcare services.
“We want people to use these
services to get the help that they
need,” DesArmo said. “Our goal
is to have 50-percent participa
tion in the Know Your Num
bers program, and the Healthy
Choices Program as well.”
This year, faculty and staff
will be able to enter to win four
quarterly and two annual prize
drawings for completing the
program. The quarterly prizes
consist of $100, and employees
must be actively participating in
two wellness activities. The an
nual prize is $ 1,500 if employ
ees do both the clinical health
risk assessment and quarterly
activities until Nov. 30.
“If we have faculty and staff
who are operating at their best,
that is going to benefit the stu
dents here at Grand Valley,” said
Sue Sloop, work-life consultant
and co-coordinator on the pro
gram. “It will also benefit them
in their personal lives and ben
efit them in their overall healthy
behaviors, and that carries over
to every part of a person’s life.”
Sloop said the Healthy
Choices program was designed
to provide flexibility to choose
health and wellness topics that
might be specific to an individu-

/

DESARMO

//

Our goal is to
have 50 percent
participation in
the Know Your
Numbers pro
gram, and the
Healthy Choices
program as
well.,/
-Lindsey DesArmo
Health and Wellness
Coordinator
al’s needs and interests. She said
she hopes this will provide em
ployees with an array of oppor
tunities to support and encourage
healthy lifestyle behaviors.
“I think that Grand Valley
has been really supportive of
trying to create and develop a
wellness culture, and this is just
another tool that faculty and
staff can use if they have their
own goals or to maintain their
health,” Desarmo said.
For more information or
to register for the Know Your
Numbers and Healthy Choices
programs, visit www.gvsu.edu/
healthwellness.
To track your quarterly
wellness activities online, go to
www.umr.com.

cstoskopf@ lanthorn £om
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Stars struggle as GV falls 68-60 to Chargers
Lakers never lead in game,
drop first conference
match this season

1______
Tickets still available for 131
Showdown
Student and general public
tickets are still available for the
131 Showdown at Van Andel
Arena between the Grand Val
ley State University and Ferris
State University men’s and
women’s basketball teams on
Jan. 29.
The Laker women will
tip-off against the Bulldogs
at 6 p.m. in downtown Grand
Rapids, and the men will follow
with an 8 p.m. start.
Emily Richett from Fox
17 will host the event, and
Detroit Pistons’ public address
announcer John Mason will an
nounce for both games.
Fans can call 1-800-7453000 or visit the Ticketmaster
website to purchase tickets in
advance for the GL1AC match
up. Students can get discounted
tickets at Athletic Ticket Office
inside the Fieldhouse Arena.

2
Women's hockey beats
Michigan in Ann Arbor
Playing at Yost Ice Arena, the
Grand Valley State University
women’s hockey team swept
the University of Michigan over
the weekend, winning 4-1 on
Saturday and 4-2 on Sunday.
Sophomore defender Lauren
Walsh, who scored her first
goal of the season and added
an assist, carried the Lakers on
Saturday. Alisha Day, Lauren
Barlog and Lindsay Coursen
also scored forGVSU and
helped the team improve its
record to 13-5-4.
Junior goaltender Michelle
Wyniemko closed the door for
the team’s sixth and seventh
wins of the season. She made 25
saves on 26 shots on Saturday,
including several key thirdperiod saves to keep the lead at
three forGVSU.
The team does not have
another home game this season.
They will play out the final six
games of the regular season on
the road.

MEN’S BASKETBALL
1. Hillsdale(8-1, 14-1)

2. GVSU (8-1,13-3)
3. Findlay (7-1,14-1)
4. Wayne State (7-1,11-3)
5. Ferris State (7-2,11-5)
6. Michigan Tech (5-3,10-5)
7. Lake Superior State (4-4,
10-5)
8. Northwood (3-5,5-11)
9. Ashland (2-5,8-6)
10. Saginaw Valley (2-6,6-8)
11. l>ake Erie (I -6,5-9)
12. Northern Mich. (1-7,6-9)
13. Ohio Dominican (1-7,
4-10)
14. Tiffin (1-8,3-13)

Our whole team
has to step up.
We know that if
someone isn't
shooting well, then
it's our job to step up
as a team/7

By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer
In a battle between two of the top
teams in the GL1AC conference, the
No. 13 Grand Valley State University
men’s basketball team suffered a 68-60
setback at No. 4 Hillsdale College on
Saturday.
The Lakers (13-3,8-1 GLlAC)were
within four points late in the second
half after sophomore guard Breland
Hogan hit a 3-pointer, but the Chargers
pulled away to secure the victory.
Hogan finished the game with 10
points on a perfect 44 shixning while
juniors Nick Waddell and Alvin Storrs
led the team in scoring with 13 each.
“Our whole team has to step up.
We know that if someone isn’t shoot
ing well, then it’s our job to step up as
a team,” Hogan said. “At the end of
the day, it’s a collective effort from the
whole team, and we have to pick each
other up.”
Offense lacked in the first half as
both teams shot under 45 percent from
the field. Hillsdale capitalized on ball
movement (six assists) and shooting,
particularly from guard Tyler Gerber.
Gerber hit three first-half 3-pointers,
while GVSU hit only one.
The inability to avoid foul trouble
added to Laker woes. Redshirt fresh
man center Asauhn Tatum - the team's
top interior defender - was limited to
just 11 minutes due to foul trouble.
“With Asauhn, he was in foul trou
ble the whole time, so that had an ef
fect on us,” said GVSU head coach Ric
Wesley. “We never got to the bonus in
the first half, and it also doesn’t help to
have foul trouble. It takes away some
of your aggressiveness.”
The second half saw both teams
find their offense, but the Lakers
could not overcome the halftime defi
cit. After making about 50 percent of
their 3-pointers in their previous three
games, the leakers struggled from out-

-Breland Hogan
GVSU sophomore guard

GVL Archive/ Rane Martin
Losing effort: Sophomore forward Nick Carreri (right) puts up a layup in an past game. GVSU
dropped its first conference game this season in a 68-60 loss to Hillsdale College Saturday.

side on Saturday and made only 5-of20 from deep.
“Hillsdale gets a lot of notoriety for
their shooting, but they’re a very un
derrated defensive team,” Wesley said.
“They’re just solid defensively, so it’s
hard to get open shots. But we strug
gled to get a rhythm, and when we got
our opportunities, we missed. They’re
just really solid on the catch. There are
no wide open shots to be taken.”

Aside from foul trouble and poor
outside shooting, the Lakers were hin
dered by tough performances from their
top two scorers. Senior Justin Ringler,
the team’s leading scorer, was held to a
season-low six points on 1 -of-8 shoot
ing, while the team’s top 3-point shoot
er, junior James Thomas, was held
scoreless after missing all seven of his
shots, including 0-for-5 from deep.
“Alvin and Nick Waddell had good

By Kevin VanAntwerpen

//

The club that recently

GVL Staff Writer
Since its inception in 2006,
the Grand Valley State University
dodgeball team has been the juggernaut
of the college ranks. But after losing
ten players from last year’s roster, the
team feels vulnerable for the first time
in program history.
The inaugural 2006 season was
the only season in which the national
trophy did not land in the Lakers’
hands.
“It used to be that other teams were
questioning why even show up for
all the national tournaments because
GVSU would just show up and wipe
the floor with them,” said team captain
Jimmy Stokes. “That’s not the case
this year.”
After taking home the 2010
National Championship trophy, the
team graduated 10 of its 20 players
- last November's match against
Saginaw Valley State University was
the first and so far only match with the

4. GVSU (6-3,12-3)

GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson
Search and destroy: Senior Lenny Reinart

left was an abnormality.
Everyone on that squad
was very athletic ...They
should've been playing
baseball or track or
some other actual
varsity sport/7
-Jimmy Stokes
GVSU dodgeball captain
team’s new lineup. They lost 3-0 - a
large margin for a club that had never
lost a game by more than a single
point.
“We still believe that we’re the most
talented team,” said club treasurer
Gregg Trippcidi. “But we realize that
everybody else is playing players with
three and four years of experience, and
we have a lot of experience, but we’re
also relying on a lot of people that are
in their first and second years.”
Club president Jeff Olson said
plenty of the team's underclassmen
will get a chance to compete for a
starting spot.
“The freshman class is pretty good,
but we haven’t had the talent we’ve
had before step up yet,” he said.
In response to the new lineup,
the team has adjusted their practice
sessions. While formerly, the team
would simply show up at practice to
play dodgebal I, now they’ve developed
a more regimented routine to help the
younger players move along faster.
Stokes said despite new training
methods, he did not expect the new
lineup to be up to par with the old
lineup until next season, or even the
one after.
“The club that recently left was an
abnormality,” Stokes said. “Everyone
on that squad was very athletic, and
if anything, they probably shouldn’t

GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson
Break down to build up: Junior Joe Stahura winds up to throw a ball during a game last
semester. The Lakers graduated 10 of its 20 active members from last season.

have been playing dodgeball. They
should’ve been playing baseball or
track or some other actual varsity
sport. I think we just got amazingly
lucky with them. It's going to be hard
to find a class that's equal.”
The uncertainty of the coming
season brings into question whether
GVSU will be able to take a fifthconsecutive national trophy.
“This year, we think that we're
the favorite, but nothing should
be expected of our performance,”
Trippeidi said. “We're taking a more
game-by-game approach. This year,
the fact that we might even reach the
championships is not to be taken for
granted.”

Graduating players is something of
a given in any collegiate-level sport,
and the team anticipates a time when it
will not be the only one experiencing
these changes.
“It’s hard because we have to bring
our youngest players up to speed at
a time when all the other Michigan
teams have their best players as fourth
and fifth year seniors," Trippeidi said.
“But in the next few years, everyone
else is going to be experiencing what
we’re experiencing."
The team will play the second
match of the 2011 season on Saturday
against Central Michigan University.

kvanantwerpen @ lanthorn rom

looks down court for a target in a past game.
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Team loses several key players to graduation
after four-straight National Championships

1. Michigan Tech (8-0,13-1)
2. Findlay (7-1,11-3)
3. Lake Superior State (7-1,
104)

♦♦

games offensively, but this just wasn’t
one of James’ or Justin's best nights,”
Wesley said. “It kind of went the way I
expected: it was a drop-down drag-out
kind of game, and (Ringler and Thom
as) never really got going.”
An array of Charger scoring runs,
along with 17 second-half points from
Hillsdale forward Brent Eaton, helped
to seal the Lakers’ fate. Along with
Eaton’s 21 points, the Chafers got
production from Gerber (14 points)
and forward Brad Guinane (15 points).
“Mistakes on defense were what
got us. Their big three beat us, and we
knew going in that we had to slow them
down,” Wesley said. “That was a big
ger disappointment than our offense.”
However, a bright spot for the Lak
ers was the play of an improving Wad
dell. After scoring 12 points against
Northwood last week, the junior filled
in for Tatum as the primary center for
most of the game and produced when
needed. Waddell scored 11 of his 13
total points in the second half.
“Coach put the ball in my hands
and told me to play defense without
my hands. The refs were really calling
those fouls,” Waddell said. “When our
outside shots aren’t falling, we need to
score down low, and when 1 can play
down low, I can work the ball out and
really open up the floor for shooters
like Wes and Bre.”
GVSU will have a short break from
action before returning to the court at
6 p.m. on Thursday at home against
Northern Michigan University.

Dodgeball reaches for top with revamped roster

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

5. Ashland (4-3,9-5)
6. Hillsdale (54,104)
7. Tiffin (54,10-5)
8. Wayne State (3-5,3-11)
9. Ferris State (3-6,7-8)
10. Northern Mich. (2-6,7-8)
11. Northwood (2-6,6-8)
12. Ohio Dominican (2-6,
4-10)
13. Saginaw Valley (2-6,
4-10)
14. L^ke Erie (1-6,2-11)
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MEN'S HOCKEY

Lakers dominate Red Foxes, Golden Gophers
GVSU rescues
a weak season
with weekend
victories against
Minnesota,
Marist

//

You have
to keep the
pedal down
and win the
games you're
supposed to
win."

By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor
It was a frustrating first half
of the season for the Grand
Valley State University men’s
hockey team, but the Lakers
redeemed themselves over the
weekend. The team won 9-2
against the University of Min
nesota last night after taking
out their frustrations out on the
Marist College Red Foxes Fri
day.
The Lakers (11 -9-0) scored
11 goals in the final two peri
ods of play in the 13-0 destruc
tion of Marist (7-11-1). The
Red Foxes came in with a few
impressive wins in the Ameri
can Collegiate Hockey As-

- Jeremy Christopher
GVSU sophomore

il J

Power play: Sophomore Tim Marney controls the puck during Saturday's

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Red Fox rivalry: Freshman Riley Groenwoud stares down an opponent

game against Marist. Moving with the puck was key in GVSU's victory.

during the match. The Lakers handily downed the Red Foxes 13-0.

sociation’s Division IL but they
traveled to Michigan severely
shorthanded due to injuries and
could not reamin competitive.
“1 don’t think we really ex
pected to win like that,” said

up big numbers like that. But
you can’t feel bad for a team
like that. You have to keep the
pedal down and win games
you’re supposed to win.”
Multiple Lakers - all defen-

GVL / Nicole Lamson

sophomore Jeremy Christopher, who had two goals in the
game. “It’s hard because we
want to get excited when guys
get goals, but we also want to
show some class when we put

UNIVERSITY TOWNHOUSES &
APARTMENTS

Wo still have
availability
for 2010-2011

Calm Quiet Peaceful

* 2 &4 BEDROOM UNITS
& VARIETY OF HOME STYLES
*10&12MONTH LEASES
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Less than 2 miles from Campus

semen-notched their first goals
of the season. Shane McCusker
and Bobby Penrod scored their
first and second goals as mem
bers of GVSU hockey, and
Jake Ochsner also tallied the
his first of the season, fourth of
his career.
Penrod said his first goal as
a Laker is something he will
not soon forget.
“It felt great,” he said. “Just
to get my first goal playing in
the ACHA here and playing
for the Lakers was amazing. I
know it’s a blowout and it was
the 10th goal, but it was more
of a morale booster just to get
out there and finally get one
in.”
GVSU took advantage of
eight power-play opportuni
ties, scoring four times. It was
the fifth-straight game in which
GVSU had at least one powerplay goal. The team struggled
mightily with the man advan
tage early on, but production
has turned around over the last
half-dozen games.
“We had good puck move
ment, and we showed some
new creativity,” said GVSU
head coach Mike Forbes. “Of-

ten we don’t have success on
the power play because the
puck moves and we don’t. But
today we moved as well, and
we created a lot of opportuni
ties because of that.”
As the power play has im
proved, so have the Lakers.
Since the unit has started to
produce in the last five games,
the Lakers have gone 4-1.
“We’ve got to continue to
work on the power play. It’s
a very, very important thing,”
Forbes said. “It keeps teams
honest that play against you.
If you get into a chippy game
against a rough opponent,
if you can score power-play
goals, it certainly keeps that
physical play at bay.”
The Lakers will look ahead
to a crucial part of the season
when they play two games
in each of the upcoming five
weeks. All 10 games are against
ACHA Division II opponents,
and these tests will give the
Lakers a sense of their standing
as they approach the national
tournament.
The team will split a homeand-home series against Cen
tral Michigan University this
weekend, playing at George
town Ice Arena at 9 p.m. on Fri
day before traveling to Mount
Pleasant for a 4 p.m. puck-drop
the following afternoon.

sports @ lanthorn £om

Campus leadership comes in many forms. The students listed below have demonstrated
leadership in one of Five Phases of Campus Life identified by Omicron Delta Kappa National
Leadership Honorary: Scholarship. Athletics. Community Service, Social/Religious,
Activities/Campus Government. Journalism/Speech/Mass Media, and Creative/Performing
Arts, these student leaders will be recognized at the I Am Grand Valley Leadership Reception
on January 19. 2011 from 3:00pm-5:00pm in Kirkhof Center Room 2204 and everyone is
invited to attend. Look for more information at www.gvsu.edu/iamgv. Celebrate the collective
difference that each student makes at GVSU. WE are Grand Valley!

are
Congratulations to the following nominees!
Leila Abdel
Anna Bennett
Raymond Ackerman
Bryan Beran
Madeline Aguillon
Stephanie Berent ,
Kevin Albrecht
Megan Beste
Amanda Aldapa
Kyle Bibby
Jessica Alexander
Audne Bieganowski
Nimo Alt
Sarah Biertem
Elizabeth Alley
Willy Biginmana
Michelle Allmayer
Nicole Biller
Biiquis Alsoofy
Jordin Billmghurst
kaifa Alsoofy
Kim Bird
Petra Alsoofy
Laura Bjork
Saitana Alsoofy
Andrea Blanchard
Rebecca Anderson
. Kelsey Bleckley
Sherri Anderson
Kaitlyn Bohach
Trevor Applehof
Lauren Boland
Adam Argetsmger
Grace Bommarito
Erika Arndt
Nicki Bonczyk
Kelsey Arnold
Ricky Borja
Cone Auger
Andrew Bossick
Jess* Aurich
Megan Boundy
Amber Austin
Andrew Bouwens
Lyssa Auton
Jenna Brackett
Oin/ia Auvenshme
Emily Bradford
Judy Bailey
Laura Brady
William Bailey
Nichole Breece
Kyle Baker
,
Rachel Bremer
Sara Baker
• Logan Brenk
Chase Baldwin .
Matt Brenner
Lauren Bankes
\ 1 Brent Brouwer
Molly Barnard
i
Laura Brower
Dawson Barnes
AHison Brown
Mane Barnes
7
Andrew Brown
Pete Barrows
/
Anauna Brown
Pete Barrows
/
Carter Brown
Alexandra Batts
/
Christina Brown
Kim Baughman /
mane Brown
Eric Baumgar}4n
Patrick Brown
Paul Be^lartrd
Tnaa Brubaker
Dereiy^egue
Carty Bruns
Chine Beighley
Samantha Bruyere
SlavkcMi^kovic
Loren Bryant
ChelseaBertgqi
Kimberly Bryce

L

Asya Bullard
Melissa Bunde
Adam Burl
Vickie Burns
natalie bush
Samantha Butcher
Katherine Butler
Kelsey Byrd
Kiara Byron
Megan Cadle
Dyana Caivisi
Kyleigh Camp
Elise Campbell
Shianne Campos
Abigail Carlson
Kale igh Carlson
Michelle Carpenter
Kayla Carr
Jenna Carngan
Amanda Carson
Christine Carson
Gabriela Castillo
Sarah Channer
Marada Chau
LaKeith Chavers
Sherry Chin
Peter Chirco
Chnstma Choriatis
Stephanie Chonatis
Dayna Chouinard
Hailey Chrtsman
Kathryn Ciungan
Amanda Clark
Emma Clark
Natalie Clark
Shawn Clark
Nicole Claucherty
Kirsten Clemans
Karfey Coleman
Keith Coliier
Cesar Colmenares
RJ Cotonna
Colleen Condra

Diamond Conley
Zachary Conley
William Connors
Rosie Cool
Julie Co.on
Joe Corey
Marlene Corrado
Kris Cortez
Michael Coughlin
Joseph Courtade
Joseph Cox
Ryan Cronk
Hope Cronkright
Kelsey Curlett
Kathryn Curson
Hillary Dalrymple
Thomas Damitio
Khanh Dang
Andrew Darrell
Brian Davis
Kristoffer de Villa
Laura Dean
Robyn DeCew
Lauren DeClercq
Kate DeGraaf
Misaei Dejesus
Paige DeJong
Elizabeth DeKlyen
Daroe Delaney
Noreen Delgado
Charles DeLisie
Christine Deppen
William Derusha
Erika DeVriendt
Mane Di Ponio
Eduardo Diaz
Jessica Dick
Matthew Diep
Mitchell Diep
Bethany DiGiovanm
Gma Doman
Jaime Dorrona
Gabnel Dominguez

Kyle Donker
Jenafer Doolittle
Robert Dowling
Lena Drake
Dawn Drazba
Brandon Drews
Shawn Driggers
Aaron Ducharme
Nicholas Duckett
Sean Duff*
Jacob Dunklee
Dylan Dunne
Joi Dupler
Ashley Dutcher
Aleesha DuVall
Derek Duzan
Megan Dwyer
Kanssa Dyda
Craig Eby
Caitlm Edwards
Evelyn Edwards
Kelly Edwards
Jemse Elder
Alexandria Elliott
Margo Ellis
Emily Eloff
Amy Elya
Ryan Enck
Katy Essenmacher
Trevor Essique
Bnttany Evans
Jessica Fa lent
Grace Faoro
Mackenzie Farl*
Sarah Farquhar
Shelby Fazio
Claire FeHm
Aaron Ferguson
Colleen Ferguson
Ethan F*lds
•Julian Fietzek
Tiffany Fife
Andrea Fitter

Kevin Fisher
Nicholas Flaquer
Ryan Fleischmann
Rachel Fodeli
Amanda Fogolmi
Alish Foley
Pans France
Anon Franklin
Taylor Franklin
Amanda Frazier
Amanda Frazier
Lauren French
David Fritsch
Jordan Frollo
Dayna Frost
Jordan Fruchey
Lisa Galasso
Chris Gale
Erie Garvelink
Brittany Garza
Nathanael Geers
Haley Genaw
Lindsey Germond
Tracy Gershon
Adr*nne Gibson
Scott Giles
Cheyann Gilson
Leah Girard
Alexis Godush
Rebecca Gold
Alec Gonzalez
S Omar Gonzalez II
Kendel Goonis
Debra Gorden
Brennen Gorman
Samantha Gould
Ann Gracz
Jessica Gray
Justin Gray
Caiti Greaves
Alexandria Green
Alyson Greenwell .
Dan Greer

i

Richard Greon
Matthew Griffioen
Dan*lle Grimm
Amy Groth
Kelly Gruber
Lily Guerrero
Michelle Guinyard
KALEIGH HAASE
Fr*denke Habbel
Cindy Hacker
Anthony Hage
Anthony Hage
Cody Hager
Karen Ham
Annie Hakim
John Hall
Elizabeth Hancock
Kail* Hansen
Kristen Hansen
Taylor Hansen
Courtney Hanson
Zac Harmon
Dan*lle Harria
Michelle Harrmg
Danielle Hams
Nakeita Harris
Molly Harsay
Cortney Hart
Chelsea Hartmger
Michael Harwood
Alexandra Hasso
Kevin Hausfeld
Taylor Heggen
Katie Hekstra
Kelsey Helder
Dustin Heisel
Lee Shay Henderson
Amber Hendrick
Aurora Hennigar
Emily Herbel
Chaz Hernandez
Anana Herrera
Marvis Herrmg
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WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

Two Lakers
set school
records
at Bob
Eubanks
Open

.

GVL / Andrew Mills

Early success: Sophomore Ashley

By Jon Adamy

Botham competes in the mile run.

GVL Staff Writer

The GVSU women’s indoor
truck and field team set two in
dividual school records and the
men took home four first-place
finishes while hosting the Boh
Eubanks Invitational. Although
the meet was a non-scoring
competition, athletes used the
opportunity to gauge their skills
against high-level competition.
Roughly 700 athletes from
more than a dozen sch(X)ls in
cluding Eastern Michigan Uni
versity, Calvin College, and the
University of Notre Dame were
on-hand to compete in the twoday meet. The men’s heptathlon
began on Thursday night, while
running and field events began
on Friday afternoon.
On the women's team, soph
omore thrower Liz Murphy Uxtk
home first place while setting a
new sch<x)l record in the weight
throw with a distance of 62 feet,
11 inches. Sophomore thrower
Sam Lockhart improved on the
school record she set last week
anti Ux>k home first place in shot
put with a record throw of 49-10

1/2.
Freshmen high jumper Al
isha Weaver finished first for the
Lakers in the high jump with a
mark of 5-3 3/4.
Junior middle distance run
ner Chanelle Caldwell hit the
Michelle Harring
Danielle Harris
Nakeita Harris
Molly Harsay
Cortney Hart
Chelsea Hartinger
Michael Harwood
Alexandra Hasso
Kevin Hausfeld
Taylor Heggen
Katie Hekstra
Kelsey Helder
Dustin Helsel
LeeShay Henderson
Amber Hendnck
Aurora Hennigar
Emily Herbel
Chaz Hernandez
Ariana Herrera
Marvis Hemng
Kate Herron
Enc Higgins
Ryan Hill
Bntnee Hinman
Allison Hmsman
Jennie Hlady
Amanda Hogan
Melissa Hogue
Hannah Hollandsworth
Simonne Horman
Kenneth Horne
Kailee Howard
Chiquita Hudson
Kelley Hughes
Kelly Hughes
Landon Hughes
Mart Huml
Jessica Hunter
VLecea Hunter
Meghan Huyghe •
Lan Huynh
Nick Ihnatenko
John (jack) lott
Keenan Irvin-Bennmg
Yvette lyiguhaye
Courtney Jackson
David Jackson
Mart Jackson
Matthew Jackson
Daniel Jarboe
Dakota Jarvis
Brian Jennings
Alexandria Jester
Amy Joa
Alexis Johnson
Cecil Johnson
Courtney Johnson
Kayla Johnson
Megan Johnson
Kayla Jones
Latnce Jones
Precious Jones
Sarah Jones
Tiffany Jones
Yahkim3 -Jones
Darius Jordan
Javon Jordan
Joyzarie Joven
Joyze Joven
Lauren Jungquist
Amanda Jurczak
Jeffrey Jurkas
Lauren Kaercher
Nathan Kalmowski
Allie Karagozian
Brittany Karavas
Philip Kaseska

J
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Young team: Freshman Kristen
Hixson pole vaults in Eubanks Open.

provisional mark for nationals
in the 8(X)-meter run with a fin
ish of 2 minutes, 15.68 seconds.
Caldwell also contributed to the
women’s first-place finish in the
4x4(X) relay that notched anoth
er provisional time of 3:51.24.
Caldwell said students at
tending the meets to cheer on
the ind(x>r track teams are a key
motivating factor for her and the
other athletes.
“It’s a good opportunity (for
students) to see what other sports
do,” she said. “The spectators
are really important because if
they're not here, then there’s no
motivation to run because that's
who I run for.”

Rachel Kauff
Michael Kaurich
Allison Kay
Angela KazmierczaK*
Lauren Keck
Kasey Keigtey
Robin Keller
Danielle Kelley
Kartlyn Kennedy
Vechaith Khim
Ryan Kielbasa
Zoe Kilbourne
Kevin Kimball
Tyler Kinch
Jimmy Kingsley
Ryan Kiplinger
Taylor Kirkwood
Megan Kissane
Natalie Klackle
Elizabeth Klesmith
Matt Knaack
Lisa Knapp
Knstma Knight
Sheryl Knight
List Kmzner
Jessica Knoblauch
Stefan Kocaj
Jeremy Koepf
Jared Kohler
Amanda Kolodge
Rebecca Kolodge ’
Elizabeth Koltonow
MELANIE KOM
Greg Kort
Rachel Kowal
Nathan Krafft
Stephanie Kramer
Elite Krieg
Randall Kristin
Alexa Kroonblawd
Elizabeth Kuchenmeister
Kara Kuhn
Sarah Kuklish
Conor Kuriwchak
Jennifer Kushner
Tamsha Kuykendall
Yuliya Kuznetsova
Sara Laarman
Jennifer LaBeau
Ahmed Lachheb
Devin Lagasse
Erica Lamar
lan Lamb
Sarah Lambdin
lan Lang
Krystin Langerak
Beniamin Langholz
Austin Langlois
Maricela Lara
Mannda Lario
Cam Larkins
Emily Larson
Patrick Lawrence
Taylor Lee
Kristen Leep
Laura Lemerand
Elizabeth Lemons
Cody Lewandowski
Jena Lewis
Nicolas Limback
Lauren Lmenger
Lisa Link
Aaron Lloyd
Katie Locricchto
Abigail Lofley
Jenny Lopez
Linda Lor

o

.

On the men’s side, sopho
more middle distance runner
Eric Phillips got to the finish line
first in the 8(X) with a time of
1:54.89. Freshmen sprinter Na
thaniel Flammersmith captured
a first-place finish for the Lakers
in the 2(X) at 22.11. GVSU also
Ux)k first in the long jump with
freshmen Aaron Dewberry’s
mark of 22-10 1/2.
Junior thrower Matt Arm
strong ux>k first place in the
shot put with a throw of 58-6.
He said he felt the throwers on
the team were poised to perform
well this season and were excit
ed to compete against Division I
competition.
“It’s always fun having
the big boys come in here and
throw,” Armstrong said.“You've
just got to get up and get ready
to throw every week.”
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes said although it is early in the
season, the men’s and women’s
teams have already seen notable
performances, such as Mur
phy’s and Lockhart's recordsetting throws.
“It’s early on, so we’re just
l<x»king to grow and get better
and learn from each step, but
no doubt we had some positive
things across the board,” Baltes
said.
Baltes also noted the impor
tance of developing the younger
athletes during early competi
tions.
“At this point, it’s all about
learning and just getting a little
better each week, and hopefully
coming out of each meet healthy
so you can continue to train,”
Baltes said. “We’ve got a lot
of youngsters out here that are
going to have to grow up fast.
We've got a lot of freshmen that
we’re putting in uniform and
throwing at the fire, and we're
probably going to rely on a lot
of those kids.”
The Lakers will next com
pete when they host the Mike
Lints Open on Friday.

Leah Lucas
Michele Lutke
Amanda Lutz
Stephanie Ly
Christina Maceri
Marie Mack
Samantha MacKay
Jessica MacVane
Knstm Madendorp
Marissa Mafteiu
Kelly Mahal
Amber Maletich
Hannah Malik
ashleigh mangas
Melissa Marblestone
Ashley Margosian
Mairay Marlow
Brittam Marshall
Jane Marsman
Megan Marthens
Ryan Martin
Jennifer Marx
Spencer Masiewicz
Gregory Mason
Tanner Maten
Laran Matta
Erin McBain
Caitlyn McCardle
Annemane McCarthy
Meryn McClelland
Sean McCormack
Peter McCrary
Kaitlm McCready
Kevin McDaniel
Kaithn McDowell
Katie McEachin
Lauren McElrath
Connor McGee
Brittany McGuire
Alexandria McKeever
Ryan McLatcher
Amanda McMahan
Amanda McMahan
Randall McMurray
Christopher McNally
Phil Meador
Phillip Meador
Ashley Meadows
Annie Laurie Medoms
Nathaniel Mehmed
Joshua Meier
Danielle Meirow
Lmdsay Meirow
Elizabeth Melching
Heather Melpolder
Brittney Mestdagh
Cameron Meyer
Elizabeth Mikes
Brendan Miller
Eric Miller
Jackie Miller
Joshua Miller
Mary Miller
Musa Miiupi
Annemane Mitchell
Jenna Mitchell
Kang Mo
Samantha Modell
Crystal Moenaert
Alysia Montana
Carty Moore
Nadine Morcos
Derek Moretz
Cierra Morgan
Kelly Morse
Brittany Mosti
Kyle Mucha

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

GVSU defeats Hillsdale College 67-65
GVSU overcomes
nine-point halftime
deficit to get back on
winning track
By Derek Wolff
GVL Assistant Sports Editor

The GVSU women’s bas
ketball team returned to their
winning ways on Saturday,
snapping a two-game losing
streak by defeating conference
rival Hillsdale at the Jesse Phil
lips Arena in a 67-75 comeback
thriller.
The Lakers improved to
12-3 overall and 6-3 in the
GLIAC after erasing a ninepoint halftime deficit en route
to outscoring the Chargers 4736 in a strong second half.
While GVSU improved to
6-1 on the road this year, this
was a pivotal marquee match
up, with both teams coming in
at 5-3 in the GLIAC standings.
An impressive road win keeps
the Lakers biting at the heels of
GLIAC North division leaders
Michigan Technological Uni
versity and Lake Superior State
University.
“A road win in conference
play is always very important,”
head coach Janel Burgess said.
“Being on the road, the kids fo
cus on each other, and we play
with a sense of grittiness. In the
game, that helped us get some
key defensive stops leading for
transition offense. We finished
key offensive possessions and
displayed a lot of our tough
ness and heart.”
The Lakers trailed 29-20 at
the half before explcxiing for
47 points while shooting 60
percent from the field in the
second half. An 80-pcrcent free
throw clip for the game helped
in downing the Chargers, as the

jadamy@ lanthorn x om
Terra Muckenthaler
Shawn Mueller
Audreana Mullendore[
Kelsi Mullens
Jaclyn Mullins
Jennifer Mullins
Kelly Murray
Amber Myers
Evadne Nakamura
Yasha Nath
Ryan Neloms
Jessica Nelson
Megha Nesheim
Anna Neveau
Jane Newton
Christanh Nguyen
Luan Nguyen
Sandy Nguyen
Samantha Nichols
Hannah Nicholson
Kurt Nieman
Rebecca Nixon
Tyler Nixon
Eric Nodge
Nathan Noll
Amy Norton
Erika Noth
Jennifer Noth
Bntm Nowak
Ola Nwabara
Helana Oatis
Alison O'Brien
Mary O'Brien
Casey O'Guinn
Ryan Oldam
Kendra Ollis
Esiloza Omoh
Okemdi Oparaeke
Sarah Opdycke
Jessy Oprea
Andres Ortiz
Edwin Ortiz
Melissa Ostrowski
Haley Otman
Courtney Overall
Rachel Overkamp
Jen Oza
David Pacini
Chelsea Page
Jenna Page
Jessica Page
Kristin Page
Heather Palaszek
Kara Panfil
Sarah Pankow
Elliot Parrish
Chandm Patel
Mike Patterson
Renee Patterson
Laura Pecherski
Emmy Peilento
Allison Pentecost
Ann Perkins
Benjamin Perry
stefano pesce
Ashley Peterle
Austin Peuler
Kathryn Phelan
Esther Philip
Danielle Phillips
Natalie Phillips
Cameron Pierson
Chase Pifer
Kelly Piliouras
Danielle Pillar
Joshua Ptona
Alex Ptotkowski

B3

Benjamin Pohl
Brooke Ponstem
Jessica Possanza
Brock Potter
Mandalyn Powers
Rachel Powers
Alicia Prater
Madison Prescott
Petrma Provenzano %
Sara Pugh
Brittany Purnell
Devyn Quick
Megan Radamaker
Ashley Raden
Ashley Raden
Cathrine Raftery
Karthhi Ragir
Michael Rajmcek
Alicia Ralph
Knstm Randall
Mike Rapin
Rebeccah Rathaus
Abbigail Rausch
Anna Rayburn
Victoria Read
Rochelle Reeder
Tonjie Reese
Adrienne Rehm
Cheslie Reuwer
Rommel-Edward Reyes
Ulandra Reynolds
Jessica Rhodes
Roslyn Rhodes
Rachel Rhyne
Kelsey Rice
Stephanie Rice
David Rider
Ashley Rife
Julie Riggio
Megan Riley
Lauren Rmgger
Victoria Ritter
Chelsea Roach
Mischelay Roberts
Jams Robertson
Mercedes Robinson
Danielle Rodolfo
Aaron Rogers
Samuel Rogers
Joslyn Rohrscheib
Ashley Rood
Sarah Roper
Abigail Rose
Chasman Rose
Audrey Rosenau
Elly Rosenthal
Carly Rouke
Brittany Ruggero
Shannon Rumohr
Chris Ryan
Nick Ryder
Lexte Rydleski
Geoffrey Sadek
Travis Sadler
Kamil Sadyykov
Mary Saelens
Alexander Salmas
Haley Sanders
Anne Santa Maria
Paul Sapp
Hope Sartain
Anna Schaar
Lillian Schaefer
Ingrid Scheer
Haley Schemmer
Samantha Schenk
Carly Scherer

,
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Turn it around: Sophomore guard Brittany Taylor goes up for the shot

earlier this season. The Lakers ended their losing streak Saturday.

Lakers went 16-of-20 from the
charity stripe.
“We focused on what we
needed to do at both ends of
the court in order to get better,”
Burgess said. “From there, it
was all about finishing both
our offensive and defensive
possessions.”
Ilie Lakers were lead by a
strong rebounding performance
as they beat Hillsdale 40-27 on
the boards and pulled down 13
offensive rebounds. Rebound
ing has been key to the team's
success all season — the team
boasted a 9.5 rebound per game
advantage before beating Hills
dale by 13 in that category.
A strong performance by
twin sophomore sisters Briauna and Brittany Taylor lead the
way for the offensively packed
second half performance for
GVSU. Briauna Taylor paced
the team with team highs of
16 points iuid seven rebounds
for the game while converting
a perfect 6-of-6 from the free
throw line. Brittany Taylor col
lected 12 points, five rebounds

Kate Schick
Kelsey Schoenborn
Olivia Schonert
Nicole Schreur
Kayla Schuiteman
Katherine Schultz
Sarah Schultz
Michael Schulz
Mike Schulz
Jill Schutte
Shelby Schwarzkoff
Jacob Sciacchitano
Matthew Seabed
Cheryl Secorski
Jordana Seebeck
Lana Sellman
Kathleen Sexton
Daniel Shannahan
Samantha Sheppard
Ahmad Shiber
Carley Shutich
Kristen Simon
Erikka Simpson
Heather Simpson
Jerod Sinclair
Kristen Singletary
Caitlm Sirowatka
Susie Skowronek
Dara Slater
Tim Slater
Justin Slusarzyk
Abigail Smith
Andrew Smith
Elija Smith
Heather Smith
Jordan Smith
Emily Smithe
Steven Sohasky
Jeffrey Sorensen
Marcy Spalsbury
Lauren Spangler
Eric Spencer
George Sprague
Dayna Stadelman
Hannah Stahrr
Tammy Stambaugh
Stephanie Standriff
Jessica Stanyer
Jessica Stark
Jenm Steinhoff
Allison Stephens
Ashley Steponski
Kyle Stevens
Amanda Stevenson
Branden Stewart
Mike Stoll
Caitlin Stoltman
Elizabeth Strach
Randy Strobl
Andrea Sulavik
Selma Suljic
Alexander Sunano
Andrew Sutherland
Joshua Sutton
Herman Suzy
Lindsey Swaney
Toni Swider
Sarah Swietlik
Amanda Tamburrino
Alysha Tardiff
Ashley Tate
Brittni Taylor
Chase Taylor
Erin Taylor
Madison Tefo
Trevor TenBrmk
Corey Thelen

and two steals coming off of
the bench in just 10 minutes of
play on the court.
“We knew we had to come
out more aggressive and fo
cused as a team,” Briauna Tay
lor said. “We need to keep up
the same intensity, keep help
ing out our teammates and re
ally just play our game.”
“(Briauna and Brittany)
gave us some very solid play,”
Burgess said. “Their rebound
ing was huge, they were solid
in the low post, their overall
competitiveness was great, as
was their physical play and
they really gave us a lot of en
ergy.”
The Lakers will look to
take advantage of a three-game
home stand starting on Thurs
day as Northern Michigan
University comes to town. In
a potential GVSU game of the
week on Saturday, the Lakers
will welcome GLIAC leader
and rival Michigan Techno
logical University.
dw'olff@ lanthorn X'om

Lauren Wiltshire
Chnstine Thiele
1
Michael Wmgo
Alexandria Thomas
Rachel Wion
Michelle Thomas
Christina Wise
Angela Thompson
Ashley Wiseman
Johnnie Thompson
Tnna Witgen
Megan Thornton
Courtney Witkowski
Brittany Thorp
Laura Wizmuk
Josh Thorp
Andrea Wolfe
Kate Tippett
Lindsey Wolpert
Justin Tolfree
Theresa Wolter
Rebecca Tolies
Caitlin Wood
Jessica Tolliver
Hayley Woodward
Spencer Toth
Natalie Wozniak
Melissa Trebmg
Choua Xiong
Emily Trout
Jeudi Xiong
Douglas Trudeau
Ayaka Yajima
Carla Trump
Angele Yazbec
Alyssa Trybus
Holly Yee
Brian Tucker
Raymond Yeow
Kalle Tucker
Ryan YHtmoff
Monique Tumbleson
Robert Young
Ashleigh Turney
Russell Yskes
Rebecca Turchanik
Heather Yzenbaard
Katrina Ulreich
Laura Zadorski
Laura Urzola Rivas
Emma Zatkoff
Gabnel Valenzuela
Karlye Zattlin
Fermin Valle
Sara Zeeman
Beth Valfier
Colleen Zeichman
Quynh Van
Kirsten Zeiter
William Van De Car IV
Kristen Zermck
Forrest Van Eck
Michael Zervos
Lindsay Van Oosten
Timothy Zinger
LiHy Van Rhee
Stephanie Zizzo
Alexa VanBrocklin
Emily Zogas
Chris Vandergriff
Julianna Zuccato
Victoria VanDragt
Kristen VanNoord
Zachary N/dnOsdol
Rocio Vera
Sarah Veselenak
Neil Vestrand
Susana Villagomez
Aaron Vince
Matthew Vitale
Chelsea Vives
Judd Vlietstra
Theresa Vo
Peter Walblay
Rachel Walczybock
Destmi Walden
Amanda Waldfogel
Alisha Wallace
Emily Watters
Shirley Ward
Elizabeth Warners
Nicholas Watson
Amelie Watt
Cassady Watts
Zachary Waugh
Zack Weber
Katelyn Wegener
Kate Wehby
. Katelyn Weick
Breanne Werner
Brandon West
Dmitri Westbrook
Amanda Westman
Libby Whaley
Katie Whittington
Jennifer Wickham
Sarah Wildt
Natasha Will
Denma C Williams Williams
_
Jalessa Williams
Michael Williams
Amka Wilson
Krystai Wilson
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Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
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CELEBRATING

MLK Week Events

_ ING

MONDAY
MLK Breakfasts
8:45 a.m.-10 a.m.
Grand River Room of
the Kirkhof Center and
Loosemore Auditorium

WHAT’S NEXT? SHAKE THE WORLD.

I

............... ..

.... .... .

GVSU Silent
March

i .in

Noon

By Marcus J. Reynolds

Zumberge Library

GVL Staff Writer
i

n light of the recent injustic King’s vision.
GVSU President Thomas
es, such as the breakdown of
our banking systems, preda Haas said King’s message is
tory housing lending, the more important today than
Tucson tragedies and mas ever as GVSU seeks to
sive unemployment, Martin educate for an inclusive
Luther King Jr.’s “dream” has society.
still
“I think that his
not been fulfilled.
Many may question the relevance dream continues to
of a Martin Luther King Jr. Day in inspire and must
the 21st century, but Grand Valley be shared with
State University will celebrate the others, which
holiday by hosting a weeklong series will create a
of events called "Shake the World.” better world
Events begin today and run through for our chil
dren and
Jan. 24.
The theme, "Shake the World,” their chil
speaks to the need for us as a com dren ’ s
munity, locally and globally, to chil
dren,”
change.
; “We don’t want to stay the same. Haas
In order to change, we have to move- said. “His
shake ourselves as individuals and message
institutions to do better,” said Bobby is one of
Springer, associate director of the respect,
Office of Multicultural Affairs and community
and
opti
co-chair of the MLK program.
GVSU’s commemoration of mism.”
To promote King’s vision,
Martin Luther King Jr. Day will ex
tend beyond the traditional vacation much work still needs to be done.
day away from school to include According to the Bureau of Labor
more than a week of activities and Statistics, the current unemployment
programs.
rate is at 9.4 percent. According to
Students have already partici BLS statistics for African-Ameri
pated in events, such as the Day of cans, the unemployment rate is at
Service on Saturday, coordinated by
15.8 percent, more than six percent
the Community Service Learning higher than the national average.
Center.
The poor economic conditions
GVSU will host Michael Eric that affect GVSU students entering
Dyson, professor of sociology at the labor force are part of the vision
Georgetown University, from 5 that King included in his all-encom
pm. to 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday in passing statement: ‘‘equality for all.”
the Louis Armstrong Theater. Well
Springer said, however, there is
known for his commentary on popu still room for advancement where
lar culture and African-American so all people can achieve the American
ciety, the author and radio host will Dream.
discuss "What’s Next? Martin Lu
Talib El Amin, a GVSU Alum
ther King Jr. in the 21 st Century.”
nus, is one person fighting for that
And “What’s Next?” is a question advancement. El Amin has worked
some people are trying to answer.
as a community organizer for more
Springer stands at the center of than 40 years, during which time
the debate on whether GVSU should he has stood up to bigotry and rac
close in honor of the holiday. The ism and fought for justice for all. El
university has established a commit Amin said King’s dream does not
tee to work on the possibility of a day only apply to African-Americans,
but it is kept alive by the efforts of all
off.
"If we’re closed, I don’t want peo students across the country.
ple to have a day off and not engage
“Study history, for it is the best
in learning activities that celebrate teacher,” El Amin said. “Students
the work of Martin Luther King and need to understand that King worked
others,” Springer said. “It’s going to hard to uplift all people."
For now, the answer remains elu
take all of us to make the world a
place that we want it to be. If we can sive as GVSU deliberates on whether
do enough of the little things, we can the MLK celebration is best served
make big things happen.”
as a day on or a day off. This year,
Although GVSU is one of three though, the week of events provides
Michigan public universities that a peek back in history and a nod to
does not close for the holiday, some, the future of equal rights.
including the university president,
mreynolds@limthorn com
see relevance in continuing the

MLK Program
12:30-1:30 p.m.

I

Grand River Room of
Kirkhof Center
Judy Richardson, civil
rights veteran and
founding member of
the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee,
will speak about her film
Scarred Justice.

Wednesday
MLK Program
5-6:30 p.m.

Woman behind the scenes
r

r
Students paused to reflect on anoth
er hero of the Civil Rights Movement
before the Day of Service on Saturday
morning.
“Always when we do the Martin
Luther King Day, Martin Luther King
gets all of the publicity, and I think its
important for us to learn that Martin
Luther King didn’t do everything by
himself," said associate professor in
the Einglish Department Veta Tucker,
who gave a speech to kick of the Day
of Service.
While MLK was growing up, Ella
Baker worked for the YWCA and
organized local chapters across the
southern states.
“Ella Baker was always behind
the scenes, in the trenches, pulling the
ropes, rowing the boats, building the
bridges and doing the unglamorous
deeds that had to be done,” Tucker
said. “She assured you that no mat
ter how small your job was, you were
making a difference.”
Baker oiganized a group of sup
porters in New York to provide funds
and spiritual support to the bus boycotters in Montgomery, Ala.
Her support group grew into struc
tured organization that developed into
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. MLK eventually became
the spokesperson.

r

cj

Baker led organization as its first di
rector, and she spearheaded its first ini
tiative: a voter registration drive. The
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee, comprised of the Freedom
Riders and students who had started
the sit-ins in Greensboro, offered its
support.
However, MLK and Baker did not
always agree on how they should run
the SCLC.
“Honestly, Ella Baker and Martin
Luther King did not like each other,”
Tucker said. “They still worked togeth
er because King knew that their differ
ent styles of leadership were needed
- King needed Baker, and Baker knew
that she needed King.”

By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

One cell phone battery can pollute
45JOOO gallons of ground water. While
technology is literally poisoning the
environment. Grand Rapids nonprofit
Comprenew will not allow electronics
win the war.
To commemorate the vision of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and Ella Baker,
Grand Valley State University students
headed downtown to recycle comput
ers on Saturday.
Comprenew typically sees crews of
about 25 people, but the GVSU Day of
Service brought almost 50 volunteers
to the Comprenew warehouse.
They used screwdrivers and ham
mers to dismantle about 230 computers
and separate their parts into individual
bins - one for plastic, one for metal,
one for case fans, one for mother
boards, etc.
Joshua Lee said the Day of Service
reflects the ideals of MLK and Baker
because students learn what it means to
advocate for the community.
' "This is mirroring their mission in
a more contemporary way,” Lee said.

MLK Lecture
4-5 p.m.
Room 2263 of the Kirkhof
Center
GVSU history professor
Steven Rosales presents
"Fighting the Peace at
Home: Mexican American
GIs and the 1944 Gl Bill of
Rights."

MLK Student
Senate Event
4-7 p.m.

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

"This is part of the reason 1 love my
job. I get to serve all the time.”
Lee said he enjoys working with
Comprenew because of its many lay
ers.
"Our mission statement here is to
keep e-waste out of the landfills, to
have community impact in terms of
educating and being a resource to recy
cle in a responsible manner, and being
that we’re a nonprofit and being that
we’re an entity of worldwide Christian
schools, all the profits that we make go
to build and fund Christian schools in
third world countries,” said Compre
new warehouse manager Robert Colt,
who supervised the GVSU volunteers
on Saturday.
Each computer the students disas
sembled will earn Comprenew about

Room 2201 of the Kirkhof
Center
The Student Senate will
offer an event, "The Art of
Reflection: Listen, Watch,
Dance."

Jan. 24
MLK Lecture
6-7 p.m.

$8.

Most profit comes out of the moth
erboards with their connectors made
of gold, large copper or cast aluminum
heat sync, easily removable and resalable random access memory (RAM),
and other bits made of copper.
“Anything that we do not refurbish
and resell - it comes back (to the ware
house), and it is disassembled," Colt
said. "We have a buyer just for clean
motherboards.”
People pay for the metals salvaged
from the computer components.
While the motherboard is the big
moneymaker, the hard drive also of

Thursday

Friday

Students save environment tone computer at a time'
Volunteers
disassemble
i
electronics on Day of
Service to fund education

Louis Armstrong Theatre
Shake the World Unity
Choir will perform musical
selections. Michael Eric
Dyson, author, radio host
and professor of sociology
at Georgetown University,
will present “What's Next?
Martin Luther King Jr. in
the 21st Century."

GVL / Nlcol* Lamson

Break it down: Senior Amanda Alkema and graduate student Jen Koth take apart a
computer while they volunteer. Each computer generates about $8, which benefits schools.

fers some salvageable materials, such
as aluminum, platinum and rare earth
magnets.
Comprenew also wipes and refor
mats the hard drives for sale.
"We have services where we will
do a data wipe and send (the donor) a
certificate that we wiped that particular
data.” Colt said. “Because when hospi

tals and even colleges give us their old
computer, it still has a lot of pertinent
information on it. So, as an added ser
vice, we make sure that those are wiped
and not retrievable "
Comprenew expects to recycle
about 2 * million pounds of electronics
this year.

lakerlife®lanthom com

Room 2201 of the Kirkhof
Center
GVSU political science
professor Michelle MillerAdams will present "Do
Universal Scholarship
Programs Reduce
Inequality? Lessons from
Kalamazoo."
To find additional events
in cooperation with Grand
Rapids Community College
and Davenport University,
visit gvsu.edu/oma.

see LANTHORN.COM
to view a slideshow
»MLK EVENTS
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MARKETPLACE

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Congratulations
Announcements
Fascinating+Real. Bodies
Revealed exhibit at the
Grand Rapids Public Mu
seum through May 1, 2011.
Visit www.grmuseum.org
Love Inc. Shop the New to
you Store. $1.00 deals on
clothing an shoes. Low
prices on household items
and more! 11620 60th Ave.
Sibs and Kids weekend
2011. A weekend in Para
dise. January 28-29th 2011.
Register
now
at
www.gvsu.edu/sibsnkids
Want GVSU news now? The
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit
our website, Facebook, You
Tube, or Twitter for the latest
GVSU campus and sports
news, www.lanthorn.com
You are Grand Valley. Con
gratulations to all the nomi
nees! A reception will be held
in Kirkhof Room 2204 from
3:00pm-5:00pm on Jan 19th

2011
Services_________
Secret Nails. Make an ap
pointment with us at
616-453-4353. Walk-ins are
welcome! Special discount
20% off.

Mr. Gyros. Best American,
Mediterranean, and Indian
Cuisine. 3900 Lake Michigan
Drive located next to Block
buster. 15% off with valid
GVSU I.D. for Students and
Staff.
University Bookstore. Shop
online anytime with the University
Bookstore.
www.ubs.qvsu.edu
We Deliver! 7 Days a week.
Jimmy John’s in Allendale.
616-892-2000

_______ Wanted_______
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Employment
The Lanthorn is hiring. Web
Team, Writers and Interns.
Stop in our office, 0051 Kirk
hof for an application today.
616-331-2460
www. lanthorn .com
Wireless communication
sales position. Good people
skills and being tech savvy a
must! Part time. Located in
Grand Haven. Hourly com
mission. Please email resume
and references to grandhavensales@hotm^il.com.

Housing
3-4 bedroom duplex for rent
winter semester.
Len
586-709-2659
Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
& Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511
Lofts 45 offers 1 & 2 bed
room lofts with 1 to 12 month
lease terms. We are formerly
known as Heritage Towne
Square. 6101 Lake Michigan
Drive. 616-895-2500
New digs at Loft 45. 1&2
bedroom lofts. 10-12 month
lease terms. Find yourself
here! www.heritagetownesquare.com.
616-895-2500
University
apartments.
Off-Campus Student Hous
ing for only $245 per person
per month. Located on Rich
Street 1 Mile from Allendale
Campus. 616-742-5110.
Opportunities
Be a Mentor! With the Kent
County Mentoring Collabora
tive. Learn how at Kentcountymentorinq.orq
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King Crossword
1 j!
n
ACROSS
6
5
1
2
4
1 Mass
12
I
4
13
achusetts
1
cape
17
15
16
4 Eager
20
8 React in
19
18
horror
24
22 23
21
12 Lawyers’
org.
31
28 29 30
13 Baseball
35
34
33
team
14 Church
40
39
38
37
section
15 Part of
43
42
'll
H.R.H., at
46
44
45
times
16 “The Clue
53 54
50 51 52
in the
Crossword
57
56
Cipher”
60
59
solver
18 Asian
leader who
7 Ship’s floor
Right” host
inspired a
8 Thingie
31
55 Scrooge’s
jacket style
35
9 Springtime
cry
20 Small barrel 56 Tittle
abbr.
21 “Oh, woe1."
38
10 Away from
57 Unmacho
24 Antitoxin
40
NNW
type
28 Tapped
42
11 Church
58 Work with
32 Ripped
45
perch
59 Vacillate
33 Tatter
17 “Absolutely” 47
60 Lummox
34 Binge
48
19 Uncooked
61 “Honor
36 Past
— father...” 22 iPhone
37 Bit for Fermi
downloads
39 Patron of
49
23 In a wayT
DOWN
Scotland
50
slangily
1 Songwriter
41 Foundation
25 Bellow
Sammy
51
43 Not pizzicato 2 Theater
26 Incite
52
44 Slight
27 Cat call
trophy
53
application
28 Hardly
Morse’s
T
3
46 Friars Club
colorful
4 Ring
54
honor
29 - -tat-tat
5 By way of
50 “The Price Is 6 Hostel
30 Hollywood
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25
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48
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36

47
55
58
61

dashers
Approach
Put into
code
Carnival area
Scooby—
Pouch
Cry loudly
Touch
Obi or
cummer
bund
Von folks
Insult
Tier
reek vowel
‘Flying
own to — ”
Ostrich’s
cousin
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Look for Sudoku
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November 20, 2010 May 1, 2011

9
4

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate * * Challenging
★ * * HOO BOY!
•v>

Kinrj Ffwh.rM Synd , me

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM
272 Pearl St. NW • Grand Rapids, Ml
616.456.3977 • www.grmuseum.org

STRANGE BUTTRUE

Extended Hours: Open 9 am-9 pm January 17-21, February 14-18
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By Samantha Weaver
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• It was British novelist
and essayist Arthur Koestler
who made the following sage
observation: “The more original
a discovery, the more obvious it
seems afterwards.”
• One might think that famed
model and businesswoman Tyra
Banks would rely on a plethora
of pricey cosmetics and other
aids - and she doubtless does.
But she claims that the most
important beauty product she
uses is Vaseline.
• According to a 2010 study
conducted in the Netherlands,
symptoms of asthma can be
successfully treated by riding a
roller coaster.
• Singles, take note: The

I

dating website Match.com
recently conducted a survey
of its members regarding their
opinions on kissing, and the top
turnoff (perhaps unsurprisingly)
was bad breath.
• As in America, at Russian
wedding
receptions
it’s
traditional for a close friend or
relative to toast the new couple.
In Russia, however, it’s also
traditional for all the guests to
threw their champagne glasses
on the floor after the toast;
the more glasses that break,
the luckier the couple will be.
There’s no report of the cleanup
protocol afterward.
• In 1981, a German collector
of World War II memorabilia
paid about $4 million for
Hitler's diaries. Unfortunately
for him (and his wallet), the

diaries turned out to be faked.
• Many might consider it
(xid that the State Legislature
of Oklahoma has declared the.
watermelon to be the official
state vegetable. Yes, the
watermelon. As justification for
the classification, lawmakers'
released
the
following!
statement: “Most of us would
think of it as a fruit, but it can.
also be considered a vegetablebecause it’s in the same family,as cucumbers and gourds.”
***
u
Thought for the Dayr
"Whatever women do they
must do twice as well as men to;
be thought half as good. Luckily ‘
this is not difficult.” - Charlotte
Whitton
st
(c) 2010
Synd.,Inc.
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FINDING
THE PERFECT

FIT
A closer look at GV campus
Greek organizations

Alpha Omicron Pi
GVl /

Nicole Lamson

Greek speak: DU brother Ryan Cronk discusses Greek life.

Nicole Lamson
Bonds of sisterhood: Members of Phi Mu attempt to woo new members at Meet the Greeks.
GVL /

Office of Student Life invites GV to'Meet the Greeks'
By Samantha Arnold
GVL Staff Writer

The university sororities and
fraternities have opened their
doors to new students intrigued
by the Greek way of life.
Twenty sororities and frater
nities gathered to recruit inter
ested students at 7 p.m. on Fri
day in the Grand River Room
of the Kirkhof Center. The Of
fice of Student Life sponsored
Meet the Greeks, an event with
information about Greek life.
“Overall, we run this event
to promote the entire Greek

system,” said Shawn Drig
gers, Interfratemity Council
president and vice president
of external relations for Delta
Upsilon. “Greek Life broadens
the college experience not only
socially but academically as
well.”
Many of the Fraternities and
Sororities have specific peri
ods of rush, recruiting students
to join. Others recruit all year.
To join, a student must attend
a specific chapter’s event and
from there, follow the steps of
membership.
“If you’re not a part of it,

you’re really missing out,” said
Joe Monahan, member of Sig
ma Phi Epsilon.
Students involved recom
mended joining the Greek sys
tem.
The Greek community en
courages its members to partic
ipate academically and philanthropicaily, and the fraternities
and sororities offer students a
support network.
“It’s a great way to get in
volved with the school, and
it gives you a strong sense of
home,” said Chloe Beighley,
Fraternity and Sorority staff as-

Best American, Mediterranean,
A Indian Cuisine
3900 Lake Michigan Drive, Grand Rapids, Ml 49534
{Next to Blockbuster)

616.791.6660 I 616.791.6659 FAX

5% OFF
WITH VALID GVSU I.D.
FOR STUDENTS A STAFF

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL

m

OK, SO MV SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER t DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

-iftMY lOlljy

IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS SPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

11
Y_
8" SUB SANDWICHES
All ol my tasty sub sandwiches are a fall I inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! Rnd it it matters to you.
we slice everythinc fresh everyday in this stnre. right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

q^°RLD'S

leal applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato and mayo

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

Medium rare choice mast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*'
Fresh housemade tuna mued with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM'

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola onion leltuce. tomato. £ a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette (Motpeppers by request)

06 VEGETARIAN

SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I Ham £ cheese
2 Roast leef
3 Tuna salad
4 Turkey breast
5 Salami, capicola. cheese
b Double provolone

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap

cQorasoP

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato alfalfa sprouts, and mayo (The original)

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

layers of proroiene cheese separated by real
avocado spread alfalfa sprouts shced cucumber,
lettuce tomato, and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only............ pexe dude1)

J.J.B.L.T.*

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!
t full 1/4 pound of real applewaod smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. £ real mayo!

08 BILLY CLUB*
Choice roast heef. smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Di|on mustard, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

09 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce. tomato,
onion, mayo and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

0IO HUNTERS CLUB*
R full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast heef. provolone. lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

011 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewaod smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(R very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

012

$!

bacon lettuce, tomato. £ mayo
(The only better IIT is mama s IIT)_ _ _ _ _

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
07 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

#2 BIG JOHN*'

ROXLUNCHIS. PlATTtRS. FARMS!

jjM

DCIIVIRY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 45c per item < •/•ton.

* wJIMMYJ0HNS.COM * *

BEACH CLUB* ®

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California)

013 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato £ mayo.
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

014 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

★ SIDES ★
* Soda Fop......................................... Si 3S/S1.59
* fiiant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

$150

* Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle

$0 90

* Extra load of meat..................................

$175

* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread.............$0 71
* Hot Peppers ...... ...............

FREEBIES

......... . $0 ?•

(SUBS £ CLUBS ONLY)

Imon. lettuce alfalfa sprouts, tomato mayo sliced
cucumber. Di|ou mustard, ait £ vinegar and oregano

Alpha Sigma Alpha, ZetaTau Chapter
Philanthropy: Special Olympics, S. June Smith Cen
ter; Comprehensive Therapy Center
Motto: Aspire, Seek, Attain
Description: a women's organization that promotes
high ideals and standards for its members by em
phasizing balance among the four aims of intellec
tual, physical, social and spiritual development

Alpha Sigma Tau, Gamma Xi Chapter
Philanthropy: Pine Mountain Settlement School;
American Red Cross
Motto: Active, Self-reliant, Trustworthy
Description: sorority that promotes the ethical,
cultural and social development of its members, and
members have maintained high standards of schol
arship, friendship and social grace

Delta Zeta, Xi Psi Chapter
Philanthropy: hearing and speech, with national
partnerships with The Starkey Hearing Foundation,
Gallaudet University and the House Ear Institute as
well as local organizations
Description: sorority aims to unite its members
in the bonds of sincere and lasting friendship, to
stimulate one another in the pursuit of knowledge,
to promote the moral and social culture of its mem
bers and to develop plans for guidance and unity in
action

Gamma Phi Beta
Philanthropy: Camping for girls through Camp Fire
USA and Girl Guides of Canada; Camp Blodgett
Motto: Founded Upon a Rock
Description: Women's organization that promotes
the highest type of womanhood through education,
social life and service to country and humanity

°DRiviet SANDWIc"

PLAIN SUMS'

#t PEPE*

sistant.
David Mortimer, a member
of Sigma Pi Fraternity, said the
Greek community has given
him a broader world perspec
tive.
“Greek life has opened
my mind to a bigger culture I
wouldn’t have found in a regu
lar college experience,” Mor
timer said. “Greek life is all
about diversity.”
Fraternities and Sororities
are involved in different servic
es to give back to the communi
ty such as American Red Cross,
Rock Against Rape. Relay for
Life, and many others,
“It really gives you great
leadership skills and helps you
find your place within your
community," said Lindsey
Brenz, member of Alpha Sigma
Tau.
For Dan Greer, president of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Greek Life
sits at the heart of the college
experience.
“College is when you decide
who you are, and Greek Life
helps support you along the
way,” Greer said.
Students can find events
hosted by Greeks on campus
and additional information at
www.gvsu.edu/greeklife/.
lakerlife® lanthorn £om

Philanthropy: Arthritis Research & American Juve
nile Arthritis Organization; Indian Trails Camp
Motto: One motto, one badge, one bond and single
ness of heart
Description: to encourage a spirit of fraternity and
love among its members; to stand at all times for
character, dignity, scholarship, and college loyalty;
to strive for and support the best interests of the col
leges and universities in which chapters are installed

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN*
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John s brother Huey It s huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans' Ions of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham capicola roast beef
turkey £ provolone |ammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo
lettuce tomato. £ our homemade
Italian dressing

Roast beef turkey breast, lettuce, tomato £ mays.
Rn Rmencan classic, certainly not invented by J.J but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

015 CLUB TUNA*

Phi Mu
Philanthropy: Children's Miracle Network
Motto: The Faithful Sisters
Description: a women's organization that provides
personal and academic development, service to oth
ers, commitment to excellence and lifelong friend
ships through a shared tradition

Phi Sigma Sigma Fraternity, lota lota
Chapter
Philanthropy: Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation, which
directly funds the National Kidney Foundation
Motto: Diokete Hupsula (Aim High)
Description: Phi Sigma Sigma is a social sorority
founded on the ideals of inclusiveness, leadership
through service and lifelong learning

Sigma Kappa Sorority, Kappa Beta
Chapter
Philanthropy: Gerontology (the study of aging)
with a focus on Alzheimer's disease research and
programs directed at improving the lives of older
citizens; Inherit the Earth; Maine Seacoast Mission.
Motto: One Heart, One Way
Description: sorority to provide women with life
long opportunities and support for social, intellec
tual and spiritual development by bringing women
together to positively impact our communities

The same as our 03 Totally Tuna eicept this one has
a 1st more Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone
sprouts, cucumber lettuce £ tomato.

416 CLUB iuur
Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon lettuce tomato
£ mayo < JJ s original turkey £ bacon dub)

017 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato £ mayo what could be better!

4507 Lak© Michigan Dr. • Waker, Mi 49534
Next to Applet)***

WE DELIVER!
ALLENDALE

PAYS A WEEK

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN

616.892.2

make an

appointment
_
.
, with us at:
(616) 453_4353

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!
•
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